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Abstract
The wave characteristics of horizontal air-water annular two-phase flow in 16 and 26-mm-diameter pipe were
investigated experimentally using flush-mounted constant electric current method (CECM) sensors and visual
observations. The air and water superficial velocities were varied from 12 to 40 m/s and 0.05 to 0.2 m/s,
respectively. The flow morphology of annular flow such as the disturbance wave, ripple, wave coalescence,
wave development, entrainment, and breakup could be observed. Using cross correlation and power spectral
density functions of liquid holdup signals, the wave velocity and frequency were determined. The effect of
superficial liquid velocity on the wave velocity and frequency was found to be less significant compared to that
of superficial gas velocity. Simple correlations for wave velocity and frequency were also developed.
Keywords: horizontal annular flow, liquid holdup, wave velocity, wave frequency, CECM
1. Introduction
Annular two-phase flow is easily found in many industrial applications involving phase-change. This flow
regime is quite complex, and it is characterized by liquid film on the wall and a gas core containing liquid
droplets. For horizontal orientation, due to gravity effect, annular flow is more complicated and it is
characterized by the asymmetric distribution of liquid film with thicker liquid flows along the bottom of a tube
than on the sides and the top (Shedd, 2001). It also causes the higher droplets concentration in the bottom part
than in the other circumferential locations.
Researches for horizontal annular two-phase flow have been carried out over decades. Many aspects have been
investigated, including the circumferential liquid film thickness distribution, droplet concentration, secondary
flow, pressure drop, and annular flow mechanism. Few theoretical models of such flow have also been developed.
However, due to its complexity, it is generally less successful than in those of vertical flow. As a result, the
mechanism by which the liquid film is transported to the upper parts of the pipe remains unanswered (Rodriguez,
2009).
Sawant et al. (2008) noted that two types of wave structures are found in annular flow. The first is small ripple
wave located on the base film that moves at low velocities, does not have a continuous life, and is considered as
not to carry the liquid mass. The second structure, called disturbance wave, has a larger film thickness, usually
forming complete rings in the pipe, and travels at a higher velocity. It is responsible for transfer of mass,
momentum, and energy along the tube (Sawant, 2008). With a higher amplitude and relatively long-lived
structures along the pipe (Shedd, 2001), disturbance waves are responsible for the entrainment of liquid droplets
into the gas core when high velocity gas flows and shears the wave. Ripple waves, with the low amplitude
surface waves, create interfacial roughness and, therefore, are responsible for the pressure drop. To investigate
the effect of disturbance waves on annular flow, the knowledge of wave velocity, frequency, and spacing are
required (Schubring & Shedd, 2008).
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The disturrbance wave velocity, or ssometimes terrmed as wavee celerity, is usually measuured using op
ptical
technique and using liqquid holdup orr film thickneess signals em
mploying crosss-correlation fu
function. The wave
w
frequency could be determined using ppower spectraal density of liqquid holdup orr liquid film thhickness signals; or
determinedd manually foorm visual or signal data. T
The later, however, is very subjective andd can lead to great
inconsistenncy in the resuult of an experiiment if it is deetermined by ddifferent workeers (Azzopardii, 1986).
In annular flow, the distuurbance wave characteristicss are not constaant throughoutt the conduit. W
Wave developm
ment,
defined ass the buildup of
o a wave when it travels aloong the conduiit, is a commoon phenomenoon in such flow
w. On
the other hhand, the reducction of wave amplitude couuld also be fouund as result of the entrainm
ment of liquid to the
gas core. W
When travels along conduitt, an individuaal disturbance wave tends tto move with a relative con
nstant
velocity. Iff a faster distuurbance wave oovertakes a sloower wave, theen the two wavves coalesce annd usually continue
with the sppeed of the fasster wave (Willkes et al., 19883). This phenoomenon is called wave coaleescence. The break
b
of a large wave into sm
maller waves, ccalled the wavve breakup, coould also be foound in annulaar flow. Due to the
occurrencees, the wave characteristics oof annular flow
w could be diffferent, even ffor the same flow geometry, fluid
properties,, and flow connditions.
The main goal of this paaper is to contrribute the funddamental data concerning to wave characteeristics in air-w
water
horizontal annular two-pphase flow as important vaariables for dettermining the flow mechaniism. In the present
paper, the comparison of the experimeental results w
with the previouus works will be presented tto provide in depth
d
analysis off the wave veloocity and frequuency and its ddependence onn the other flow
w parameters.
2. Experim
mental Apparratus
The experiimental rig forr this experimeent consists off two flow loopps with the pippe inner diameeters of 16 mm
m and
26 mm, eaach was supplied by air and w
water from thee same compreessor and water tank, and utilized the same
e data
acquisitionn facility. The main raw dataa desired from this experimennt are liquid hoold up signals.
2.1 Flow L
Loop
The wave velocity and frequency
f
werre extracted froom liquid holddup signal measured in an aair-water horizontal
flow rig shhown schemattically in Figurre 1. The test ssection was m
made from acryylic tubes with inner diamete
ers of
26 and 16 mm. To avoidd gaps and/or obstructions iin the pipe connnections, the ends of everyy pipe section were
beveled annd the flangess machined. T
The connectioons, therefore, were smoothh and the flow
w perturbation was
minimizedd.
Air enters the test sectioon at the upstrream from a ccompressed airr supply and w
water is introdduced into the tube
through a porous tube wall
w section. Thhe holdup was measured at a distance of 2200 tube diameeters from the inlet.
It was connsidered that thhis length was sufficient for pproducing fullly developed fflows. Air and water flow rattes to
the test secction were meeasured by twoo rotameter bannks. Both phasses of fluid weere separated iin a separator, after
which air w
was released innto the atmospphere and wateer entered a resservoir. A centtrifugal pump w
was used to de
eliver
water from
m the reservoirr to the supply tank. To faciliitate visual obsservation, a visualization boxx or correction
n box
equipped w
with DC LCD light was instaalled in the dirrection of downnstream from tthe measuringg section.

Figure 1.. Experimentall rig
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2.2 Liquidd Holdup Meassurement
The wave parameters were
w
extracted from the meaasurement of liquid holdup signal using a constant ele
ectric
current meethod (CECM
M) developed bby Fukano (19998). In this teechnique, a coonstant electricc current is applied
from a paair of electrodees, called the power electroodes, as shownn clearly in Figure 2. The pprobes were set
s in
acrylic bloocks bored out to the same innner diameter aas the test secttion tube to avooid flow disturrbance. The ch
hange
of liquid hholdup was measured
m
by m
measuring the cchange of connductance, exppressed as a vooltage drop, of
o the
two-phase mixture located between thee two CECM ssensor electroddes.

a.

bb.

F
Figure 2. CEC
CM for measuriing liquid holddup, a. measurement configuuration, b. CEC
CM detail
The voltagge drop at thee sensor electrrodes was fedd to a high-inpput impedancee amplifier, soo that the con
nstant
current waas not affectedd by the presennce of the senssor electrodes. The outputs ffrom the amplifier were sentt to a
computer tthrough an anaalog to digital converter (AD
DC) with a sam
mpling rate off 500 Hz. The increase in vo
oltage
drop with the increase inn electrical ressistance due too the existencee of gas phase is not affectedd by the locatio
on of
gas in the pipe cross secction. If the liqquid film thickkness is very thhin, the electriic resistance w
will be higher while
w
the currentt is constant, reesulting in largge voltage dropp. Therefore, tthe thinner the film, the largeer the voltage drop.
d
It results inn higher sensoor sensitivity annd more accurate holdup meeasurement.
The interaaction among sensor electroodes could bee neglected ass the outputs were fed to a high imped
dance
amplifier. It means that multiple sensoors could be innstalled in a shhort distance ffor simultaneous measureme
ent of
liquid holdup at any diifferent axial locations. In this case, onlly single pow
wer source is needed. The other
advantage of CECM iss that the senssors could be flush-mounteed in duct or pipe, thus miinimizing the flow
disturbancce. This sensorr has also been successfully uutilized by Deeendarlianto et al. (2005, 20100) and Ousaka
a et al.
(2006). Mooreover, the caalculation methhod of this sennsor can be fouund in Fukano (1998).
2.3 Experiimental Matrixx
The rangee of superficiaal liquid and ggas velocities for this experriment are 0.005 to 0.2 m/s and 12 to 40 m/s,
respectivelly. The flow of
o both air andd water were ccontrolled by aadjusting the inlet valve for both fluids. Under
U
the given flow conditioons, the flow rregime observved in this ressearch is mosttly annular floow. For the lo
owest
superficiall gas velocityy, the regimess are transition from wavyy to annular aand slug to aannular flows. The
experimenntal matrix plottted in Mandhaane map is desscribed in Figuure 3.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Flow T
Transition
The flow ttransition from
m wavy to annnular flow wass investigated iin this experim
ment under thee lowest superficial
gas and liiquid velocitiees. Pipe diameeter is one of important facctor in such fllow transition. To investiga
ate it,
observatioons of the flow
w topology are carried out forr the identical gas and liquidd superficial veelocity for diffferent
pipe diameeters, 16 mm and
a 26 mm. From the visuall observation, it was found tthat the flow ppattern at transsition
are differeent, even obseerved at the saame gas and liiquid superficiial velocity (JJG and JL), 12 m/s and 0.05 m/s,
respectivelly. Figure 4 shhows the comparison of flow
w pattern observved at 16 mm and 26 mm pippes.
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Figure 3. E
Experimental m
matrix plottedd in Mandhane map

Figure 4. Vissualization for JG = 12 m/s annd JL = 0.05 m
m/s for 16 mm pipe and 26 m
mm pipe
As shown in Figure 4a, an annular floow pattern has been fully forrmed for pipe ddiameter of 166 mm. On the other
hand, the ppattern has noot been fully fformed at pipee diameter of 226 mm for thee same superfiicial gas and liquid
velocity. Inn this case, thee liquid coverss only the loweer half of the innner pipe walll, while the uppper part of the pipe
remains ddry. The need for higher gas velocity too develop the annular flow
w for larger ppipe diameter is in
agreementt with Weismaan et al. (1979)), who conductted experimennt using pipe ddiameters from
m 12 mm to 50 mm.
The experiimental result of Lin and Haanratty (1987) uusing 25.4 mm
m and 95.3 mm
m pipes also suupports the effe
ect of
diameter. F
Figure 4, thereefore, shows thhe significant eeffect of the innner pipe diameeter on the flow
w pattern.
3.2 Annulaar Flow Topoloogy
The existeence of disturbbance wave and ripple wave in annular floow could be obbserved using the CECM as well
as video ccamera (Figuree 5). As the suuperficial liquiid velocity inccreases, the am
mplitude of dissturbance wav
ve, as
well as thee liquid holdupp (η), will also increase. On tthe other handd, the increase of superficial gas velocity re
esults
in a smalleer liquid holduup and wave am
mplitude.
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Figure 5. Disturbance and ripple wavves in 26 mm ppipe (JG = 25 m
m/s, JL = 0.2 m
m/s)
3.3 Wave C
Coalescence and Breakup
The transpport of liquid film
f
in the pippe wall could bbe traced from
m the liquid hooldup signals. F
Figure 6 show
ws the
typical traace of liquid holdup
h
signals sensed by sennsor 1 (upstreeam) and 2 (doownstream). Itt is shown tha
at the
signals dettected by senssor 2 are not nnecessarily sim
milar to those oof sensor 1. The height and the lifetime of
o the
wave could be changed when it travels along the pippe. If the ampllitude of the w
wave sensed byy sensor 2 is higher
than thosee of sensor 1, it
i indicates thaat the wave “grows”, and thee phenomenonn is called the wave development
(denoted bby WD in Figuure 6). The drooplet entrainm
ment (DE), in w
which a portionn of liquid is eentrained in the gas
core whenn high velocitty of gas flow
ws and shears the gas-liquidd interface at wave crest, iis indicated by
y the
reduction of wave heighht. The wave ccoalescence (W
WC), usually rresults in a sinngle wave witth larger amplitude
and energyy. The break of
o a large wave into smaller waves, calledd the wave breeakup or breakking wave (BW
W), is
also observved in this expperiment.

F
Figure 6. Morpphology of annnular flow
WD = Wavve developmennt, DE = dropllet entrainmentt, WC = wave coalescence, B
BW = wave brreak up.
3.4 Wave V
Velocity
The holduup signal senseed by the downnstream sensoor (sensor 2) iss delayed by sseveral millisecconds compared to
those of seensor 1, depennding on the vvelocity of thee liquid film. IIf the time dellay and the disstance between
n the
sensors arre known, the wave velocityy (CW) can bee calculated ass a ratio of thhe distance to the time delay
y. To
determine the time delayy, a cross correelation functioon (CCF) of tw
wo holdup signnals resulted frrom sensor 1 and
a 2
is used. Figure 7 shows the
t result of C
CCF for superfiicial gas velocity, of 40 m/s and superficiaal liquid velocity, of
0.05 m/s, respectively. For
F this flow ccondition, the CCF shows tthat time lag ffor the holdup signals is 0.048 s.
With the ssensors spacedd 215 mm aparrt, then the waave velocity is found to be 44.48 m/s. The w
wave velocitie
es for
the other fflow conditionss could be calcculated using tthe similar metthod.
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For the prredetermined range
r
of superrficial gas and liquid velocitty, the wave velocity rangess from 1.54 to 5.12
m/s for 166 mm pipe annd 1.47 to 4.677 m/s for 26 m
mm pipe. Thee wave velocitty increases w
with the increase of
superficiall gas velocity (Figure 8), bbecause at thee higher the aair velocity, thhe shear forcee at the gas-liquid
interface is also higher, resulting
r
in higher liquid film
m flowing in tthe pipe. For 116 mm pipe, iff the gas velocity is
increased from 12 to 188 m/s (or by a factor of 1.5) under a consttant superficiaal liquid velociity of 0.05 m/ss, the
wave veloocity increases by a factor oof 1.9. For 26 mm pipe, the same increasee of gas veloccity resulting in
n the
increase oof wave velociity by a factor of 1.43. Thee experiment of Jayanti et al. (1990) witth 32 mm ID pipe
showed thhat the wave veelocity increassed by a factorr of 1.6 if the ssuperficial gas velocity increeased by a facttor of
1.52 underr constant supeerficial liquid velocity of 0.008 m/s. Using 50.8 mm ID ppipe, Paras andd Karabelas (1
1991)
showed thhat the wave veelocity increased by a factor of 1.36 when the superficiaal gas velocity was increased
d by a
factor of 1.52 under a coonstant superficcial liquid veloocity of 0.06 m
m/s. Experimennt by Mantilla (2008) with 2-inch
and 6-inchh pipes also shoowed that wavve velocity incrreases significcantly with the increase of gaas velocity. Forr low
superficiall liquid velocitty and high gaas velocity, however, he showed that the w
wave velocity tends to a con
nstant
value.

Figure 7. Cross-correlattion function oof holdup signaal JG = 40 m/s and JL = 0.05 m/s
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Figuure 8. Effect of superficial gaas and liquid vvelocities on w
wave velocity
From Figuure 8, it is alsoo shown that att a higher gas vvelocity, the eeffect of superfficial gas veloccity on the wave of
velocity is less significannt than that of llow gas velocitty (JG < 25 m/ss). This is in aggreement with S
Schubbring (2009),
Han et al. ((2006), and Saawant et al. (20008). A slightlyy different resuult was proposeed by Azzoparrdi (1986), in which
w
the effect oof gas velocityy to wave veloccity is almost pproportionallyy linear.
The effect of the superficial liquid veloocity is less siggnificant comppared to those of superficial gas velocity. As
A an
illustrationn, in this experriment, the waave velocity inncreases by a factor of 2.35 if the superficial gas velocity is
increased ffrom 12 m/s too 25 m/s (by a factor of 2.08)) under superfiicial liquid veloocity of 0.05 m
m/s for 16 mm pipe.
On the othher hand, if the superficial liqquid velocity iss increased from
m 0.05 m/s to 0.1 m/s, the avverage increme
ent of
wave veloccity is only 17%
%. Further increase of the suuperficial liquidd velocity to 0..2 m/s (400%) would only giv
ve an
increase off wave velocityy of 35%.
The rangee of wave velocity from 2.44 to 6 m/s haas been reportted by Schubrring and Sheddd (2008) for their
experimennt with 26.3 mm
m ID pipe usinng superficial lliquid and gas velocities of 00.04 to 0.39 m//s and 32 to 91 m/s.
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For smaller pipes (8.8 and 15.1 mm), the wave velocities are in the range of 1.97 to 8.37 m/s when the superficial
liquid velocity is set from 0.05 to 0.2 m/s. The correlation for the wave velocity of the three pipe diameters used in
their experiment is expressed as follows:
0.42

,

.

(1)

√

The similar correlation from Ousaka et al. (1992) is given by
.

3.0

,

(2)

In the last correlation, the effect of liquid velocity on wave velocity is noticed as a proportionally linear.
In comparison to the present work, Equation (1) results in mean absolute errors (MAE) of 14.8% for 16 mm pipe
and 29.6% for 26 mm pipe. Equation (2) gives MAE of 20.7% and 23.3% for 16 mm and 26 mm pipe,
respectively.
Using similar form of Schubring and Shedd (2008), the best correlation for the present work for wave velocity for
16 mm and 26 mm pipes, judged by the smallest MAE, is given by
0.34

,

.

(3)

√

Here, the effects of superficial gas velocity and flow quality on the wave velocity are similar to those of Schubring
and Shedd (2008). The gas Reynolds number, however, is considered less significant in the developed correlation.
For the inner pipe diameters of 16 mm and 26 mm, this correlation gives MAE of 13.4% and 9.4%, respectively,
and the overall MAE for both diameters is 11.4%, as shown clearly in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Performance of the developed correlation for wave velocity
To investigate the effect of diameter on the wave velocity, the results of the present work are combined with the
results of Fukano et al. (1983), Paras and Karabelas (1991), and the correlations from Schubring and Shedd (2008)
and Ousaka et al. (1992). Figure 10 presents the wave velocity variation for 6 different pipe diameters. It is obvious
that the larger diameter results in the smaller wave velocity. The present results are in fairly good agreement with
those resulted by Schubring and Shedd (2008) for the similar diameters. For 26 mm pipe, the mean absolute errors
of this experiment are 11.8%, 11.3%, and 10.4% for superficial liquid velocity of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 m/s,
respectively. It gives an overall MAE of 11.2%. The comparison with the correlation of Ousaka et al. (1992) gives
larger MAE: 12.9%, 13.6%, and 14.5% for the three superficial liquid velocities used in this experiment, or an
overall MAE of 13.7%.
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Figure 10. The effect of diameter on wave velocity
3.5 Wave Frequency
The wave frequency can be determined from the frequency corresponding to the largest peak of power spectral
density function. Figure 11 shows the wave frequency plotted against superficial gas velocity for various
superficial liquid velocities. It is obvious that the wave frequency decreases with the increase of the inner pipe
diameter. In addition, the wave frequency increases with the increase of superficial gas velocity. It is in
accordance with the experiment of Paras and Karabelas (1991), Jayanti et al., (1990), Fukano et al. (1983), and
Schubring and Shedd (2008).
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Figure 11. Wave frequency

As in the wave velocity, the effect of superficial liquid velocity on the wave frequency is also less significant
compared to those of superficial gas velocity. In the present experimental study, multiplying the superficial gas
velocity by a factor of 3.33 results in the increase of wave frequency by a factor of 2.69. Meanwhile, multiplying
the superficial liquid velocity by a factor of 4 only results in the increase of frequency by a factor of 1.25. The
experiment of Schubring (2009) show that an increase of superficial gas velocity by a factor of 2.29 results in the
increase of frequency by a factor of 1.83 for 15.1 mm pipe. For 26.3 mm pipe, increasing the superficial gas
velocity by a factor of 1.99 results in the increase of frequency by a factor of 2.91. This emphasizes the importance
of superficial gas velocity on the wave frequency.
The insignificance of superficial liquid velocity could be seen by its little effect on the wave frequency. Increasing
the superficial liquid velocity from 0.05 to 0.2 m/s (400% from its original value) only gives an increase of wave
frequency by a factor of 1.25 (or 25% increase in wave frequency). The previous work of Paras and Karabelas
(1991), however, showed that the wave number decreases with the increase of superficial liquid velocity. The
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similar trend has also been proposed by Mantilla (2008) for low superficial gas velocity. To explain the difference
of the results, he argued that as the superficial liquid velocity increase, the wave amplitude will also increase, thus
more energy is required from the gas to keep the waves moving. Since the wave velocity is higher for higher
superficial liquid velocity, then for constant gas velocity fewer waves or lower frequency are resulted due to energy
conservation.
The correlations for the wave frequency have been developed by Schubring and Shedd (2008), in which the
frequency is directly proportional to the superficial gas velocity. For experiment with 8.8 mm and 15.1 mm pipes,
the correlation is
0.005

(4)

√

where fw is the wave frequency, JG is superficial gas velocity, D is pipe diameter, and x is the flow quality. For
26.3 mm pipe, the correlation is expressed as
(5)

0.035
where the modified Froude number, Frmod, is defined by
.

(6)

The similar correlation from Ousaka et al. (1992) is expressed as
.

0.066

(7)

.

Here, the effect of superficial gas and liquid velocities are expressed directly by JL and indirectly by the gas and
liquid Reynolds numbers, ReG and ReL. In comparison to the correlation of Schubring and Shedd (2008) for 16 mm
pipe, the results of the present work give the mean absolute errors of of 22.2%, 10.2%, and 11.9% for superficial
liquid velocities of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 m/s, respectively. For 26 mm pipe, comparison to equation (5) for the given
superficial liquid velocities gives larger errors: 28.4%, 28.9%, and 31.5%, respectively. The comparison with the
correlation from Ousaka et al. (1992) for the given superficial liquid velocity gives MAE of 26.3%, 14.0%, and
21.7% for 16 mm pipe and 14.3%, 20.6%, and 35.1% for 26 mm pipe.
To improve the performance of the prediction of wave frequency, a new correlation is developed following the
model of Schubring and Shedd (2008). The best correlation resulted in this experiment for both pipe diameters,
evaluated by the smallest MAE, is given by
.
,

0.035

.

.
.

.

(8)

Here, superficial liquid velocity is involved in the correlation, although the effect is almost negligible. Using these
correlations, the MAE for 16 mm pipe for the given superficial liquid velocities are 9.2%, 9.6%, and 3.6%. For 26
mm pipe, the mean absolute errors are 6.4%, 8.7%, and 14.0%. The performance of the developed correlation for
wave frequency is presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Performance of developed correlation for wave frequency
The effect of pipe diameter on the wave frequency is described in Figure 13 with a diameter range from 8.8 mm to
50.8 mm. The wave frequencies for pipe diameters of 8.8 mm and 15.1 mm are obtained from the correlation of
equation (4) and the frequency for 26.3 mm pipe is resulted from equation (5). From figure 13, it is apparent that
the larger diameter gives the lower wave frequency. From equations (4) and (7), it is clearly shown that the
dependence of wave frequency to the pipe diameter is inversely proportional. The involvement of the modified
Froude number in Equation (5), however, shows that the effect of the pipe diameter is no longer inversely
proportional for 26.3 mm pipe. This emphasizes that there is no agreement among the researchers in determining
the effect of pipe diameter on the wave frequency.
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Figure 13. The effect of diameter on wave frequency
The ratio of velocity and length scales could be used for dimensional analysis of wave frequency, as suggested by
Schubring (2009). In this case, the velocity scale is superficial gas velocity and the length scale is pipe diameter.
From the experiment, the wave frequency tends to be approximately 1.1% of JG/D. It means that this simple
correlation is equivalent to assume a constant Strouhal number of 0.011. This is slightly different to those of
Schubring (2009), in which he suggested a value of JG/D = 1%. The mean absolute errors resulted from this
correlation are 10% for 16 mm pipe and 22.9% for 26 mm pipe. Plot of wave frequency against JG/D is presented in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Wave frequency vs wave scale
To examine the proportionality of frequency to superficial gas velocity for constant diameter and liquid Reynolds
number, a plot of Strouhal number, Sr, against liquid film Reynolds number, ReL,film, is used. If frequency is
proportional to superficial gas velocity, the plot of Sr against ReL,film would result in a line. Strouhal number and
liquid film Reynolds number are defined as
(9)
(10)

,

is liquid mass flow rate and μL is liquid viscosity.

where

As shown in Figure 15, the proportionality of the wave frequency to superficial gas velocity could not be found in
the present work and the proportionality of 16 mm pipe is better than that of 26 mm pipe. In general, the plot shows
that the dependence of frequency on superficial gas velocity is non-linear, indicating that the effect of superficial
gas velocity is not correctly predicted using velocity and length scales, as clearly shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 15. Wave Strouhal number vs liquid film Reynolds number
4. Conclusion
Experiment of air-water horizontal annular flow have been carried out using 16 and 26 mm pipe and both the
transition of wavy-annular and fully developed annular flow have been successfully established. The common
phenomena of annular flow such as ripple waves, disturbance waves, wave development and entrainment,
coalescence, and breakup could be observed both visually and using liquid holdup signal.
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The effects of superficial gas velocity on wave velocity and frequency are clearly seen. The superficial liquid
velocity, however, has a less significant effect on both wave characteristics. Correlations for wave velocity and
frequency have been developed and both give reasonably good agreement with the experimental data.
Analysis using wave scale shows that the wave frequency tends to be approximately 1.1% of the ratio gas velocity
to pipe diameter. The examination of the dependence of wave frequency on superficial gas velocity using plot of
Strouhal number against liquid film Reynolds number, however, fail to show the linear proportionality of
frequency to gas velocity.
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